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Toesday	 21 Jun*

11	

opx
? EUTZBACH leaves by car for Stuttgart.

Decision made to assign V-2665 to ass..
Decision made to have CANINIIIS return to Giessen
POE extracting CC M files to give report to ZIPPER

of V-2665 planned foC.6 JUDOBriefing 
Wednesday 22 June	 00 Conference between KUTZBACH,

Our renorts givon ZIP,
CL	 /.tart translating reports.

Thursday 23 June 1100 EUTZBACH announces briefing of V-2665 postponed until
29 June.

1303 KUTZBACH agrees with need to push case, receives per-
mission to deal directly with V-2978, V-2665 1 s chief.
Meeting arranged for 26 June.
Translation lark continues,
CANDID'S returns to Giessen.

Friday 24 June 1200 Translation completed. EUTZBACH receives high evalua-
tion from ZIPPER Eoonomio Staff for oral report given
V-3194 byCANINIUS.

Saturday 25 June 1400 C 47.) picks up EUTZBACH On way to Stuttgart.

Sunday	 26 June 0815 Meeting between V-2978, V-2665, EUTZBACH,
1330 Briefing ends.

Monday	 27 June	 ? V-2665 goes to Giessen to pick up CANINIUS.
TUTZBACH learns ZIPPER contact, SIEMENS security
officer, will cooperate in plaosment CARDIN at
Karlsruhe-Lnielingen plant.

Tuesday 	 28 June	 CANINIUS, V-2665 leave Giessen for Karlsruhe.
CANINIUS original documentary reports given ZIPPER
for evaluation.

Wednesday 29 June Eve. Meeting pe!:741 in Munich between V-2565, V-2978,
EUTZBACH 
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Thursday 16 June 0830

0930
0945
1130.

1400
1630
1700
1930

?rider 17 June 1145
1215
1163.5
1500

2000
2245

1610
2230

Sunday 19 June 1000

1400
1900-2000

Monday 20 June 0830
1530
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POB CHRONOLOGY OF VJDROLLERI-125:

Saturday 18 June 0100

0815
0900
0945
1015
1200

1300

1530

ndiscuss turnover with(::
Frankfurt.
Call toli	 ?0P0B, to see if ZIPPER interested.
SPAN-051 sent B a4ding birthsr details.

cunable reaoh/eKLAUSNER,IOMERTENS until after-
noon.

nbriefs f7A7SEMR, MERTENS
CiPPER agrees to viset‘CANINIUS
MERTENS,MAIERLE neetfeEELLER on Autobahn, brief bin.
MERLE	 oonfirming.neeting details in
Frankfurt.

1,-3194 04.1, in in Fmk
V-3194 net by
drive innedi

at hotel until earl: evening.
CANINIV8 receive, letter from

meets ELMER. C	 leaves
CANINIUS

Frankfurt Hauptbahnhof,
to Giessen.

meet 000PAL representative.
leave Giessen. CANINTUS not expeoted

inforwed.
ei is net by V-3194. •
unable reach MERTENS,

or Mash with COS Is

(;	
case

:facing opposition 
D
iron BfV.

h:UFF ER unwilling handle 

-assets V-3194 in Giessen.
Malady CON files.

=PAL Giessen told their responsibility ending at 1200.
C ::)inforeed that T-3194, CAJUNS leaving Giessen.
C: Mcialll T-3194 from Frankfurt, maims afternoon
meeting arrangements. CANINIUS insists on driving.

Dbrief MERLE. (KLAUSNER, MERTENS
unavailable)
V-3194, CANINIUS leave Giessen.
V-3194,	 =meet PrenkfurtIbuyttmihnhof. V-3194
receives 300 DM. CANINIUS released from obligation at
noon by ODOPAL. Ir-3194 give,[:: :platter from
CANINIUS I s wife. They leave likediately for ?knish.

informed.
V-3194, CAN/NIUS arrive Munich area,

:asset; try to locate KLAUSNER,
MERTENS.
KLAUSNER arrives at FOB for conference.
Attanpts reach V-3194 by phone unsucoessful.

NIRTEN6ODERICH, BAYERLE briefed.
Meeting at Stadthans lith above plus KLAUSNERAKUTZBACH,
ram.	 •

wars released from V-314 control. V-3194 leaves
for Stuttgart to ;wait KUTZBACB.

a 3
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SUBJECT: CANINIUS

DATE s 16-20 June 1955

SYNOPSIS: The following covers for the record the negotiations and actual
turnover to ZIPPER of DOB's ease OANINDIS.

	

1. On 16 June 1955,	 =happened to be

	

office in Frankfurt when	 =15-45athed the question of the possible
turnover of his case =RIM to the Bf lf or to ZIPPER. We indicated that we
thought ZIPPER mould be in a better position to exploit the case for positive
OE results than would be the BM we also stated that at a 0211fOrtines on the
previous afternoon with aDr. KLADONEWand cancany, it was made known that
ZIPPER'. overall Ot position was not of the best. A turnover at this tine
would have =my results favorable to POH as well ass to the Organisation it-
self.

at	
idiate	 we oa

POB, 'Cuing him to 
d2agreed

rirdne if ZIPPF2 mere interested in the case. A
2. and immediately thereafter 	 lledC

cable (srmA4517 to Pull odly) was dispatched, outlining our stipulation that
MARK be kept filly informed of developments in the case and advising ZIPPER
that they night have difficulty with the Bf4 since that office Already knew
that GARIN= was of more than routine interest.

3. Late that afternoon[
the	

;informed us that a ZIPPERite would west
us etollowing morning, prepared	 travel immediately to Giessen to oontact
OAMIRIN3y	 _

/
4. At 1245 on 17 June we picked up Identity 1 from the Frankfort Haupt-

bahniof and drove immediately to Giessen. During the trip we 'ifed the
ZIPPERite on our suspicions about MINIMS and Also on his teckground. Arriv-
ing in Giessen, wo contacted the local OPAL offioe which had been previously
informed of our names byC:: ::3 The ODOPAL representative indicated that eon-
trary to previous information, the UV was not exerting extreme pressor. to see
OARINIOB. M. explained our new plan to ODOPAL in brief and assured then that
their responsibility for MINNS mould end no later than 21 June. ODOPAL sta-
ted that WINDS had been refhsed political recognition in his first attempt,
but that a woadIrrhad already been undertaken. They also stated that to
their knowledge GAN/NM had enough money to carry him through the weekend.

5. We left Identity 1 in Giessen at about 1500 that afternoon. CANINE'S
was not at his hotel and was not expected until early evening.

6, By prearrangement we called Identity 1 at 2200 an 10 June. Be indi-
cated that CAMEOS had been neat cooperative and that he indicated willing-
ness to work, but that he was obligated to another, unspecified agency. Identity
1 urgently requested a meeting for the following learning. (Identity 1 approached
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,.04111fr.
CANINIUS as OULU, using the cover of a nebulous German research organisa-
tion. He stated that he would not disclose himself as a member of ZIPPER at
any time).

7. Thereafter, IN again calledC_	 adho endeavored to persuade
ODr. KLAUSNER that ZIPPER should negotiate the case imm.diately with the RN.
This was on the assumption that the other agency involved was the Bundesamt.
ar. KLAUSNER reflood, sinoe ZIPPER I s oontact in the HAI was away on leave.
He stated that ZIPPER would be interested in the case only if ve could front
for them officially until such time as they ware able to negotiate satisfac-
torily through their men.

8. It was agreed early on the morning of 18 June that it would be un-
necessary for max to come into the picture at all vis-a-vis the BIV, since,
although they knew of CANIVIUS I s existence and had an interest, he was none-
theless in 0000PAL custody".

Tifl; past Identity 1 at 0830 on the morning of 18 Juno at ehich time
the Z	 te indicated that the other agency involved was OPAL. We are
unable to state whether ODOPAL aotually attempted to recruit CANINIUS or
whether the secrecy pledge that they bad CANINIUS elgn was purely at our be-
hest. Identity, / and	 agreed at this point that it would be more secure
and moreconvenient to evacuate CANINIUS to Giessen. Identity 1 indicated that
be would like to take CANINIUS to a ZIPPER interrogation house in Had Toils
near Monich. f:: Dagreed to obtain necessary funds to cover the costa of
the trip.

10. After the meeting, the Giessen office of ODOPAL was informed that
their responsibility for CANINIUS would be at an end as of noon on 18 June.
The officer with whomC .21talked agreed to this, and did not show any signs
of distress at the neve.

—...51m On arrival in Frankfurt shortly before noon on ig June, C:: MIMS
told thatIdentity 1 had called andvdshed to speak with him. It devilaped
that the ZIPPERite had, been unable to persuade MINDS to travel to Match
by train or air since the latter refused to leave his 1938 Opel in stereo.
It was arranged that the necessary money would be transferred to Identity 1
in Frankfurt that afternoon.

12. The ZIPPER interrogator arrived at the Frankfurt Happtbahnhof three
cuartsrs of an hour late, explaining that he had spent the elapsed time inspect-
ing CANINIUS I s oar and found it in good order. He received 300 DOW against
receipt signed in pseudonym and stated that CANINIUS had finally (after being
released from his secrecy pledge by ODOPAL at noon) told of his relationship
with the unidentified East German intelligent+, office. Identity 1 at that
time indicated that he doubted whether CANINIUS was temperamentally suited to
playing a double agent role. He continued that he expected to interrogate the
agent for six or seven days and said he would attempt to determine as much
about CANINIUS I s Eastern connections as he war, able. Surveillance determined
that CANINIUS I s oar bore licence plate number KB 049-947.

C:.
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13. On 19 June, :::Idiscussed the case in detail
at FOB with J. iLADS1. KLAU8N1R appeared eager to continua, but stated that
Identity 1 vas a technical interrogator who specialised in scientific subjects
rather than being an IS specialist. Preliminary arrangements were made under
which we mould be able to meet Identity 1 in the future. We discussed in con-
siderable detail a reply which CANINIUS should write immediately to a letter
he received from• on the evening of 17 June. The letter indicated that

hiVrai
a representative of	 :hinself had called upon the
woman had asked *a 	 happened to CAMINIUS, and had directed her to tell hilt
to return to East Germany. The letter seemed, uponeradnation very possibly
to contain an SAP message. It is now being examined by the ZIPPER technical
people with this in mind, We decided that a letter should be dispatched to the
wife as soon as possible, indicating that corms was still in American hands
and was being reinterrogeted in the vicinity of Frankfurt. The letter would be
mailed from Frankfort.

14. Dr. KLADSIVE gave us the telephone number of ZIPPER's interrogation
house in Bad Tools to which Identity 1 and CANINIOS had Allemay gone. Re-
peated attempts to call this number, however, mere unsuccessful.

15. On themorning of 20 June at a conference with SWEETENS, SEODERIOB and
SWERLE, it developed that Dienstatelle 62 had not wished URINE' to be ex-
posed to the Bad Tools installation end that therefore he vas being interrogated
somewhere in the neighborhood of Munich.

16. NOM Comment by C:: 2:3 It may be that I have an overactive imagina-
tion; however, the following two incidents are reported with no conclusions
drawn:

7 - ._ 14 At about 0800 on 18 June as I turned off the Autobahn and drove
tough a smell town an the may to Giessen, a black Soviet Military Mission BMW
sedan driven by an enlisted use with two officers in the tack, passed by going
in the direction of the Autobahn.

b. At 1610 the IMO day as I cams out of the U.S. RTO in Frankfurt
in order to ascertain the lioenss plate number of CANINIUS's oar, I notioed
a dark grey Pots& sedan, also with Soviet Military Mission plates, driving away
from the side entree°s of the Frankfurt auptbahnho4

We have no indication that the Soviets are directly interested in this case.
It is further unlikely that if they wars, they would interfere in such an overt
manner. The above two occurrences ow be purely ooincidenoo.

.6;z,
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SUBJECT : CANINIUS (UJDROLLERY125)

DATES s 16-20 June 1955

SYNOPSIS: This report is undersigned's record of happenings at POB during the
transfer of C	 POB to ZIPPER and should be read in con-
junction id.I:Intact report on the same subject, having
the same dates.

1. On the morning of 16 June 1955C2: =received a phone call from
C, who had been in the COS offices, to thriffect that CANINIUS was to be
transferred from BOB control to ZIPPER. C:: =Invested that C: 2:3 cpery
ZIPPER on their interest in the case. This telephone conversation was followed
up by a cable, 5PUN-0517. (:: ..:)1Amediately reviewed our file on the case
and discussed the situation with r: =7.--It was agreed at this time to ad-
vise @MERTENS of ZIPPER of the situation and to get his reaction. @MERTENS
was involved in a meeting with Buero Bavaria and could not be contacted until
shortly after two in the afternoon. @MERTENS was also informed that CANINIUS
was presently in Giessen where he was being quizzed by ODOPLL. MERTENS was
further told that apparently the BIV had an interest in the case. MERTENS
immediately called for any name traces available in the ZIPPER Kartei on the
individuals mentioned in the affair and reqaested Dr. @KLAUSNER to sit in on
the ensuing conversation. KLAUSNER was accordingly brought up to date on the
information known at that time; there was some discussion between KLAUSNER and
MERTENS as to what Dienststelle should take it over. Dienststelle 62 was
agreed to be the obvious choice. Accordingly, OBAIERLE was called in and he
was also briefed. A Blitz Fernschreiben was immediately dispatched to Dienst-
stelle 62 requesting that they call in.

. When the Dienststelle called in, arrangements sere made for ME TENS
and MERLE to meet the Assistant Chief, @ZELLER (phonetic)(V-12400) (Identity
2) at a Gasthaus on the Stuttgart Autobahn approximately half-way between
Munich and Augsburg. It was further arranged that MERTENS and BAIERLE would
thereafter notify C:: :Dat his home at what time the interrogator could be
expected to arrive in Frankfurt to meet= ::3

3. C::	 =immediately returned to the office and contacted 	 byt=
phone to reqlest a Frankfurt phone number at which the ZIPPER interroga
might contact him. The number was passed to MERTENS. MERTENS explained that
the interrogator would introduce himself as 'Adolf MUELLER.

4. At  approximately 1930 hours BATERLE 
earlier

C., ::)at his home to
say that Adol MUELLER would be in Frankfurt not 	 than noon, Friday,
17 June, and 	 as late as 1600.

on AdolfELLR At about this time	 n1;;E.	 :u	 undertakenked if ZIPP ER had
=earlyChe morning of 17 June to brief hill5.

any negotiations with the BfV. Since	 s -Hid been overlooked in the rush of
arrangements,r1 ::3 again oontacted MERTES., about possible difficulties with
the BfV. Durffik this meeting, MERTENS stated that the ZIPPER contact, RADTKE,
Deputy Chief of the MY, vas on leave and could not possibly be contacted.
RAMMKE's replacement was violently opposed to ZIPPER and would automatically
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*newer 'nom to any suggestion ZIPPER might make. )TENS opined that it would
be useless to contact the Bf17. This information was immediately passed to

C 3
C

60At about 2230 hours on the evening of 17 Junesiii -2 again contacted
to inform him that Moeller had been put in con t th CANINIUS.

MUELLER felt that there was a great deal more to be had from OANINIUS than be
had originally believed. MUELLER also stated that CANINIUS was prepared to
cooperate.1:112 ::]suggested that it might again be advisable to contact UPPER
to determine	 anything might be done to call off the Bf7.

7. Cfrouri "Q:jcordingly met with Dr. KLAUSNER until about 0030 hours,
/8 June.	 ng	 conversation it was decided that if possible, CANINIUS
would be removed from Giessen by(:: _nor more specifically, by Mueller; the
latter would be represented to OMPAL-ib an employee ()feces unnamed American
installation; if the Bf7 were to inquire all ODOPAL would report would be
that some unnamed American organization Lad been interested in OANINIUS and
had roved him for further interrogation. KLAUSNER continued that should it
be necessary at any subsequent time to reveal to the Bf7 that ZIPPIR had
CAMINIUS, it would be very sim ple to state merely that he had been turned over
to ZIPPER by the Americans. c Miwparted this information immediatay to

who undertook to discuss the whole thing again withC  ::1

8. On the morning of 18 June,(:: =arrived from Frankfort with COSI.'
files on the case which shed a great deal of additional light on that had trans-
pired and exactly how BOB had been running the affair. Also,(:: :Dolled on
the morning of 18 June to report that actually the BM was not concerned with
the affair, that the people who were concerned were actually CCOPAL.(:: ::7
anticipated no further problems with the removal of CANINIUS to ZIPPER-Onstodr,
with the simple exception that neither he nor MUELLER had any additional money.
He therefore requested that(:: ::3make arrangements that 	 ::7be able to
pick up an advent,. from COS on his return to Frankfurt from Giessen. r::
reported that Adel! MUELLER and OANINIUS would depart Giessen at oboe-loon and
proceed to a ZIPPER safebouse in South Germany.

0.71; ::7immediately attempted to contact MERTENS, who could not be
hereacd, n could KLAUSNER. I::	 ntherefore told BILIERLE the story, in

order that he might keep KLAUSNER and MERTENS informed.

10.(:: :Tagain reported toCa	 )t approximately 1615 hours on the
toafternoon of 13 June inform him that and OANINIUS had departed for

South Germany in CANINIUS s e automobile and that he was returning that evening
via air with the latest information. lc; nsuggested a conclave on the morn-
ing of 19 Jens in order that the three eans who had been handling at least
parts of the affair, that is,	 ::7 might compare notes
and discuss the case with thel;;PPERites.

11. C-	 Inmet at about 1000 hours, 19 June, and die-
oassed the affair until noon. After lunch KLAUSNER was contacted and was brought
up to date on all the latest hapoenings, as outlined in 	 ontact report.
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XVCRAIIDON FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Meeting on the Future of UJ DROLLERY-125 Held 20 June 1955 in the
ZIPPER Stadt Hans,

PRESENT: @Dr. KLAUSNER, @MERTENS, @BAYERLE, IRODERICH, SKUMBACH,
WELLE (phonetic),a

1. ç'
	

GRODERICH and SSAIERLE
earlier	 morning on the latest developments in the CABIN I$ case. It
vas still being handled on this high a level, although there was discussion
that EUTZBACH would be assigned as Headquarters' case officer. MIMS said
he would imediately try to reach ZELLER Deputy Chief of Dienststel/e 62, in
order to find out shat had happened to ekdolfPDILLER and CANINIUS. My ef-
forts to reach MUELLER on Sunday (19 June) and eatlyMenhw morning at the
Froodenheim, Bad Tools, Telephone 2362, wore unsuccessful. MERTENS said that
this was not strange in that Dienstetalle 62 had orient:MILLER not to take
CANINIUS to Bad Tools, but to put him up soneshers in linnich.

2. We waited until 1500 hoursbefore we received word that a meeting had
been laid on. Shortly before the meeting began, MERTENS received the results
of the laboratory tests on the letter sent to CANINIUS by his wife. There
was no indication according to the report, of any rd system in the letter.
However, the laboratory stated categorically that a note enclosed in the let-
ter allegedly written by CAHINIUSla son Wolfgang, was remarkable for the fol-
lowing reasons:

a. The handwriting was that of a person who had either been brought
up in the Baltic countries or else who had spent considerable time there;
another-possibility was that it had been dictated by a Russian who had a good
but not fluent knowledge of German.

F. The phraseology and style was not that which would normally be
employed by a 14 to 16 year old schoolboy.

c. The penmanship indicates a degree of uncertainty on the pert of
the writer in that certain letters within words had been Joined together as
an afterthought (i.e., they had first been printed and then merely strung to-
gether).

d. The educated guess of the lab technicians vas that the letter
had been written by a youth from the Baltic states or that it had been dictated
by a Soviet ease officer.

3. The meeting at ino hours was chaired by ELAUSNER. It was extremely
disturbing to learn that ZELLE not only had not seen @MUELLER, but had no in-
formation on the case from the time when it had first been brought to his at-
tention on the evening of 16 June. Secondly, I was chocked to discover that

-1-
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MUELLER had been ordered to drop contact with CANINIUS and had been sent to
Stuttgart to await further orders. I asked where mums was and was net
by a circle of blank faces. He was allegedly somewhere in the vicinity of
Munich. Despite the temptation to remonstrate strongly on this point, I
felt that I could not do so at the moment and probably also would have gained
nothing by tackling such a large group. (Notes It occurs to me that One of
the primary reasons that MUELLER:vas evacuated so rapidly from Munich was
that ZIPPER suspected (rightly) that I :Ad gotten close to MUELLER and that
I would have liked to work directly with him on the case). The stated reason
for his withdrawal was that MUELLER was a technical interrogator, not an SfS
expert and also not a case officer.

4. I spent the first half-how briefing ZELLE and the group in general
on the cdrcumetances of the case. Thereafter a discussion ensued of which
the gist was, 'here do we go from here? ELAUSNER repeatedly bemoaned the fact
that Z/PPER did not have a trained cakable CZ case officer readily avsLlsbls 
to handle CAN/MIMI. I suggested to MERTENS that one of the new case officers
operating under •ACIMIANN of Dienststelle 62 be brought down from Berlin
specifically to 'minas CANINIUS. MERTENS stated, without giving a reason,
that those individuals could not leave West Berlin.

5. KLAUSNER finally stated that he thought he would be able to shake a
case officer loose from Dienststelle 161. This man is already loaded with
five active cases and KLAUSNER was not at all sure that he could be reached
on 21 or even 22 Jens.

6. I asked several times what they proposed to do about replying to
the letter from CANINE:Ws 'ifs. The response was that nothing oould be done
given the existing set of circumstances. They rely said that it was un-

.... JOrtgpate, but no reply could be made until a new case officer had been briefed
and had met CANINIUS. I agreed, but pressed again for a speedy resolution of
this embarrassing and extremely unfortunate situation.

7. I pushed again to have CANINIUS I s oar inspected thoroughly to see if
a revision could be discovered for the tenacity with which he clung to it. This,
I was told, would be kept in wind but no decision could be made at the moment.
Finally, on a somewhat desperate note and in the hope of dispersing some of
the stagnation that seemed to have set in, / suggested that once them,' case
officer was fully in thepicture and had met and assessed CANTRIUS, he take the
agent back to Berlin. (This would also give us the opportunity to take a look
at the car). Once in Berlin, calms should get in touch with his wife through
the pre-arranged Channel and could invite her to the Western Sectors to find
out what the. story behind her letter was. This vas a dangerous gamble tut I
also made it clear that unless the case moved rapidly,I was afraid that all
would be lost. The ZIPPERites agreed in principle with this proposal but said
that if it were undertaken, the strongest security precautions would have to
be put into effect. This would involve advance notification by ZIPPER Head-
quarters of the Berlin Wald Kapelle. The meeting could take place only under
surveillance with the protection of a couple of strong arme. The matter has
been left hanging in the air.
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8. Comment: This is an extremely unfortunate exempla of ZIPPER I s in-
ability to capitalise on what might be an extremely valuable CZ opportunity

9. I promised the ikadquartars staff that we woclisminv *very effort
to get them by the 21st of June a complete extract from our files on the oases
to date. I also said that we would endeavor to procure the doeumentea7 re-
ports admitted	 aks

10. 4:: ::idisoovered on the morning of 21 June that LIMBACH had been
sent to tattgart, pro:numbly to pick up RUILLIR's reports and to got his im-
provolone of CA1III08.

C

tiLL!1 ;- f

.47	 ri
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morturam FoR TEE MOW

SUBJECT: Meeting with POMACE on UJ-DROLLERI #125, 22 June 1955.

1. OKUTZBACR had left Stuttgart at 2330 the previous night and arrived
back in the Compound at 1000, dne to a ceekdovn on the Autobahn. He
called us as soon as be vas* free. C	

nd 
I met him at 1130.

2. MULCH had received the first part of 4011ELLER f s interrogation re-
port on CAMINIUS. Be strongly regretted the foot that MULLER had serried out
his interrogations along positive intelligence lines only and that MOWER bad
been unable to follow up any leads in the CS field.

3. *Mt distressing to us, hoverer, was the fact that CABINIUS had been
released from the jurisdiotion of Dienstetelle 62 and had been told to return
to Giessen and to await there a case officer who would identify himself by
presenting half of a post card. Ono* again CARESS INT acme to its attention
of the BfV.

4. The new case officer is 94655 (Identity 3) from Dienststelle 161.
He is at the moment on vacation and is also burdened withteelve other cases,
recruitments, etc. An attempt will be mode to bring him took from his vaca-
tion by 25 June. We plan to drive to Stuttgart with	 that day in or-
der to brief theoase officer (V-2970 (Identity 4) 	 MEE (V-2653) (Identity
5) on 26 June.

5. gait* apart from theposeibility that the BfV uill beoome aware that
CANIMIUS has returned to Giessen, we viewit as mast unfortunate that the agent
has once again been allowed to slip from even the slightest shadow of ZIPPER
control. It is, of course, conceivable that by alloWing him this additional
imoharred time, the Eastern service involved will be able to brief CAKINIUS
thoroughly on his method of operation when he is re-contacted.

6. ESTEBAN noted that V-2665 is a competent case officer, able to con-
duct negotiations with practically any type of person, bat that he fails in
his reporting. HO asked that we give him oar impressions of V-2665 'after the
weekend meetings. I ingested that me plan to meet V .2665 late next week at,-
ter he had bad an opportunity to talk to CASINOS, in order to waste as little
time as possible.

c
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MEMORANDOM IFCR THE RECORD
SUBJECT: Status of CANINIUS as of 23 June 1955

log	 nand I spent almost the entire der in the 127 Section, trans -
lating 

o 
dawn our 28-page history of the CANINIUS case so that OEUTZUCH

mad be sure to have it in tine for our meeting with the Dienetstelle 161
Case Offioer and CE Operations Officer.

2, At about 1100 in the morning, KUTZBACH oame in ALth a downcast expres-
sion to announootbat the meeting Which we bad arranged for Sunday, 26 June,
had had to be postponed until 29 June.

3. We decided to exert polita tut firm pressure on ICUITMACH to see if the
loss of timm • (hioh had already teen considerable) oould not be held to a mini-
110116 At 1300 hours we oonfroutodIBTZBACH with the facts that we, POE, bed
put in a great amount of work in attempting to turn the ease over to ZIPPER.
Ye emphasised that we thought Y-2665 should contact CAMIN/US as soon as poss-
ible. NUTZHAOH agreed with our position oomplet417 and said be would contact
ter. KLAUSNER. Later that afternoon, =HACH Invited no into his office
while he called 'SCHUSTER of Dienstatelle 161, Who is V-26654 chief. JUTZHACR
trailed Stuttgart 53 655 (to the best of my memory) and firmly _requested SCRUSTER
to schedule the meeting for Sund'y instead of Wednesdry. SCHUSTER agreed.

4. COmments The above is an interesting example of the cooperation we
are able to get of Dr. KLAUSNER if we make a strong enough case and if we
have previously proven our good mill. Apparently, from EUTLBACH I s statements,
the difficulty lay not with SCHUSTER and the case officer, but with the Dienst-
_atolls 161 'chiefs'', who, for devious reasGus of their own, - did not went to be
stampeded into action.
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NENCEA/IDITN POE THE RECORD:	 •

SUBJECT: Progress of UJ DROWN! 1125

1. I picked up OEUTZBACH at 2:00 o'clock on Saturdny afternoon, 25 June;
we arrived in Stuttgart shortUr befOre 6:00 and put up at the Hotel le •
The following morning, shwa's/tor 8:00 o'clock, OBSESSIVE and

to disuse ase the e. =WM briefed the tie of then in 	 der-
:arditail and %reed oiler our translatione of the written reports on the.
OMNI.

2. It wee agreed that MIXER would go to Giessen the morning of 27 Jane
and would soca:pew MMUS to Earlaruheftniellagen. In reply to earn:quest

possible HUME stated that veer Bloke' (probably Y-3030), would be able
that ZIPITtereavor to oontrol SASIMISS I s movement. and contacts as monk as

to assign': one and possibly two men to surveil CAXISTUS during the tines %hen
OMER was not with his.

3. OMAN= and BOOSTER will be in Nanioh on 29 June and probably that
evening MUNCH and T will have an opportunity to discuss the ease further
with them. SEAM will tring with his a letter !ran MMUS to his wife
:thigh we hope will keep up the interest of theEastern @ord.. involved, :while
at the same tine give ZIPPER enough tins to assess MINUS thoroughly and
come to sone tentative oonclusions about the operation.
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=sings AID =MOM RE CRIMES - Minded to dEUTZBACB, WIENER and
T-2665 on tS Jame 1955.

I. Financial Arrangement.:

a, Who ean get to the holding amount? What arrengement for pioking up
card? (Sieherangskarte).

b. What arrangements for wife in More? Ras she possibility of actu-
al/ mating can way?

e. Has abs ever rkid? Yes? When, where?

IX. Pamily amd personals

a. What are the children's names?

b. Who is Wolfgang - was he in Wernigerode? - Educational level, oultaral
background.

a. Who actually lives there.

d. Ws his second residence in East Berlin actual,. Florepromenede 4 or
Kastenienallee?

e. What was his RED function in 19462

, What year and make is the oar - 193$ or 1949?

g, What was his own financial status in the East?

h. What is his current official party status?

1. Did vire meet Peter in Baerenklau - in 1953 - and wben was latter written?

in. The Letter from his wife to CANINIDS:
a. What is the reference to Kammer nod Technir

b. Possibility of open °ode phrase

a. Effect of the letter on Giessen authorities; evidence of danger or re-
verse?

d. Letter very obvious IS phraseology.

e. Row did wife know to write to Giessen?

f. Does he believe it written under duress - too stiff and formal?
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PAGE TWO

g. Any explanation for discrepancies in Wolfgang note. Where and when
did W. write note?

h. Why would Peter recall him - blown, whole case off, suspicion, re-
briefing or is that only for our consumption.

IHARD7Z0: tHARTIMAU131 in his letter to wife) probably identical
withHAMER, mentioned in ease as member of Ministry.

J. Anything on phone nether in letter.

k. Why letter sent by wife, not in 'sods through Peter.

1. Does he believe Ate wrote letter in West or Eat? At home of mother,
first mife or secretary/

IV. Operational!

a. When did he actually think of doubling (his statements 1953).

b, Why such long delay between desire to double and actual attempt to do so.

o. Whom did he actnally seek out in Wiest Berlin.

d, Did he actually try to contact ZIPPER in West Berlin? How?

e. ingr didn't be follow RIAS advice on the DOB office?

f. Why didn't continue contact with Bundeshaus, Oesamtdeuteohe Frage Abtlg.?

g, Why wait from January to March to content us?

-.1.7 Why come to US Headquarters? - Danger for him.

i, Motivations why for us? No adequate explanation. What motivation to
ro—W7rIttrut? Pressure on family expected?

j. Bes contradicted himself on willingness to work for Germans vs us at
first.

k. Has anything concrete been said to him re his job in East in future?

1. Anything further than the casual mention by Peter of intelligence activity
at Western trade fairs?

m. Documentss Explanation unsatisfactory of how he got tea. Eastern
security can't be that lax; bow did he get does he so liberally had
sprinkled around his house? Not dangerous to him?

-2-
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n. What explanation for so loose a briefing by Peter on CANINIUS I s con-
duct on arrival in Western Germany/ Peter not aware be probably
wouldn't be recognised as refugee or was story to be strengthened,
i.e., by the letter?

o. Why—would Peter return his Letenslauf (second meeting, 1953).

P. Hriefs: Why the change from guided missiles to radar and electric
Ole:WC Who are the people on whom he is to report? Why interest
in oonsumer goods?

q. Comment by our crypt* people: book code is considered low level, com-
mon, fairly easy to break.

r. What courier arrangements made; how often should he write to BERK/MAW
address.

a. Possibility that Peter and Lautenschlaeger deliberate provocations to
excite our interest.

t. Note extreme validity of documents passed, bat then inadequacy of
briefing on activity in West Germany; also detailed cover story which
be must have lived.

n. The deadline of year, year-and-a-half residence in West Germany would
indicate definite targets? What? Will he be informed later?

v. Is he suited for resident agent type activity? Probably not - lack of
training, experience.

1C1ny training over given?

x. Why was Peter in Hannover . pn it be checked?

y. Did CAREW aotuallymee	 KIMP? Why not? Anything further on
commo arrangemente?

s. Any arrangements for meetings in West?

ma. What does CANN= think the East German offioe is?

bb. Note that he indirectly found out that he probably would not be subjected
to second LCFLUTTER.

on, What is significance of following statement from Lautenschlaegers 'The
Party does not demand too nnoh technically and politically with the
carrying-out of this missions?
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dd. Is LAIITIDISCHLUDER subordinate to Peter and oonpetent only for opera-
tional security (agent vetting?)

se. Significance of Prof. WernerKNADR.

ff. What is State Plaming Coodasion Research end Development Dept?

gg. Is carnaus acquaintedmd.th	 Baits? Aro my principals herein of141
Ba/tie extraction? Peter?	 ? it all Any Russian in the Ministry
of Machine Constrastion?	 ? Where? Position? Contact with I.
Mums.' ?
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7 • 19 1955

2 .
lentbsab Narkgati■_7_	 BA"	  AnEkbArt,_tIPXO_Heut•

3. True name Rams Maziciannn Wiensj=11R, date of birth 9 February 1902,
Dre•dor.

Is. True nano CarfrIVETZ, OKar4C1 13CHUSTO, born U

5. True none Karl HeiniD—rgiSCH. Mini/DIRK, Solt
. 1916, manniria. ( 

/D card Ifo. 03651 on It Deo 1952. yea	 alttoto,l. .v4dor or Gelsenkirohon.
True name ItarlY4;r8ina,....a Ear

-14-■

nil 90iy.n.

boru 7w7

6. True nano A1fre4/IIII121!10ER,2=—Diok•. HQ tile C". 	 born 27 July,
1512.

/02WIT/TIS

srl. True ism probably Franar=0118113 (probable PranikLIE); issued /IP

cy _C.'	 Aitu_s .

Dist:
3-101 (DIRECT)
3-0311


